Host Mark_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN MISSION  =/\==/\==/\==/\=
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::siting in copilots seat::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: On the bridge at Science 1 completing diagnostics on LRS sensors ::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::on Bridge::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::some where in the galaxy::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Helm: Is course set for the Locus system?
Host CO_Taylor says:
<HelmGuy> CO: Y es sir
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::Sittig in the pilots seat::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::walks over to Antimatter Relay #1 console..fingers fly over the controls::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Allocating resources for a planetary survey ::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Helm: Engage at Warp 2
Host CO_Taylor says:
<HelmGuy> Yes sir ::pushes buttons::
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::on bridge::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::studing mission briefing::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn *ganymede*:this is the Runabout ohio please send meeting cordiantes. (Hailing.wav)
Host CO_Taylor says:
Warke: Welcome aboard, Counselor ::stands up and offers hand::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::at tac::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
<Ens.YouDoiIt>  Lt:  Warp Field holding....
SCI-Ens_Louis *Ohio* Coordinates as follows. ::Taps coordinates and sends:: (~.wav)
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::shakes Taylor's hand:: Taylor:thank you sir
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::recieve corrantes::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Warke: To begin, I'd like you to meet with the other crew members at your convenience, get a feel for the ship....
Tac_Lt_Ktarn @::punchs cooridinates into nav computer:: (Console.wav)
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::looks over at YouDoIt::  Excellent.  Keep at the Antimatter containment fields.....there are some unusual fluctuations coming from the Starboard Nacelle relay
Host CO_Taylor says:
Warke: This mission should be fairly routine... should give you plenty of time
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
<YouDoIt>  Aye aye sir ::scurries off::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@*gaynmede*:Eta in 12 mintues.  K'tarn out
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::looks at coordinates K'tarns plotting::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Continues to coordinate repairs of SRS and LRS ::
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
Taylor:will do
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::turns to xo::Xo: sir we will meet up with the ganymede in 12 minutes
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn, that will take us into the Locus system.....
Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: How is everything looking in preparation fo rthe planetary survey? Sensors all online?
Tac_Lt_Ktarn @::engaes warp enginees:: (Warp.wav)
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
<LtJg Philips>  Kovot:  Repair crew Alpha reports that Short Range sensors are online at 50%.
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
ALL:so who's here on the bridge?
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Sensors are online, SRS at 98%, LRS at 92%. Resources allocated and the Ohio will meet with us in 11 minutes.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: yes sir that where the ganymede is heading
Host CO_Taylor says:
::looks askance at Warke::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Thank you, Ensign
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::walks over to the main console::  Philips:  Tell the crews to be more efficent in their reports.  All sensors are now operating within nominal parameters
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>:::at tac running diags::
SCI-Ens_Louis :: Notices that Engineering is reporting problems with SRS :: *Engineering* Status report on SRS? (~.wav)
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: maybe , uh, will you take us close to TM-729
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*SCI*  Ensign:  A powerspike in Engineering gave a false reading.  All sensors operating within nominal standards
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::little suprise::Xo: Tm-729 what is that?
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
*Engineering* Understood, thank you.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::runs tac sensor sweep::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Makes a note of the discrepancy from Engineering and initiates a Level 3 diagnostic on SRS to validate the results ::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: thats where the Ganymede is heading, at least  thats the briefing i received
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: Yes sir i believe so but this is where they told us to meet them::Points to cooridantes on panel::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::notes a fluctuation again on the starboard nacelle, raises an eyebrow::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::looks down and continues to read reports::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::Runs LRS Scan::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Warke; The XO and TAC officer will join us at TM-729
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: 2 minutes to coordinates.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::wonders what K'tarn will do to him when he comes on board?
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::begins running a computer sim on the flucutations....logic dictating a test should be run and make sure there is no problems::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: well, no problem........
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: eta 2 mintues
CE_Lt_Kovot ::the simulation begins to run:: (Sensor Alert.wav)
Tac_Lt_Ktarn @*ganymede*:This is the runabout Ohio Requestion permsion to dock (Hailing.wav)
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::an eyebrow raises as it finishes::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::nods at Louis::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: The Ohio is asking permission to dock.
Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Permission granted
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>:::makes a loud Gulping sound::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Aye,...
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: hope they come out of warp....it's fun landing in warp
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
*Ohio* Permission granted, Welcome back.
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Drops the Ganymede out of warp ::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::drops out of warp a 20kmeters from the ganymede
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*CO*  Captain, I recommend we do not go into Warp until the starboard Plasma Injector can be checked.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@*Ganymede*: thank you
Host CO_Taylor says:
*Kovot* We just WERE in warp. Are you suggesting we don't do it again??
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::lines the ohio up with the ganymede shuttle bay::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@*Ganymede*: your not going to move on me in the last minute this time are you?
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@::ah, home again.............wonder if everything is working properly?::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::begins approch::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*CO*  That is correct Captain.  It is possible to achieve Warp One and possibly Warp Two.  However, if the Plasma Injector fails....::knows he doesnt have to finish::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
*Ohio* Be careful Lt. I just may play some tricks on you this time. ::Chuckling ::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::oh great, he's getting comfortable::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@*Ganymede*: roger hey how about opening the shuttle bay doors::
Host CO_Taylor says:
*Kovot* Ah... I see. We were just in Warp 2. How long until the injectors are repaired?
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::assigns Repair team Beta on it::  *CO*  Two hours at most Captain.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::sitting 10 meters from shutte bay doors::
Host CO_Taylor says:
*Kovot* Keep me informed
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn, i would think the tractor beam would have captured us by now, is everything ok?
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Initiates tractor for the shuttle ::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*CO*  Aye aye. Engineering out
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@::looks at panel::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Helm: What are our coordinates?
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@XO: tractor beam they did not use to on me last time::feels pull of beam::ah there it goes
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::notices the power fluctuation is getting more rapid....::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::picks up his repair kit::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: We are currently 20 minutes from the Locus system at warp 3.
Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: And at full impulse?
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: are they going to open the doors??
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::goes over notes that last counselor made on crew::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::hand over throttle::XO: i sure hope so!
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: 12 hours.
CE_Lt_Kovot ::runs over to the main access panel:: (Sensor Alert.wav)
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::picks up a tricorder and patches into the main Engineering panel...checks the simulation reading...::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn @*Ganymede*:Open the shuttle bay doors!!!!!! (Hailing.wav)
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::continues to review notes::
Host CO_Taylor says:
*Kovot* Could we sustain Warp 1 easily?
SCI-Ens_Louis :; Taps the board and opens the shuttle bay doors :: (~.wav)
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*CO*  We could.  But as I said, the plasma relay could fail at any moment.
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@::punches in command console code::K'tarn, open the doors, I accessed the code
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::Watchs as the shuttle enters the bay with a mere inch on both side::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::gnaws fingernail::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::reads the simulations completion::  *CO*  Recommend we dont sustain Warp One for longer than 8 hours
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Xo: they final opened them
Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: ETA to coordinates at Warp 1?
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Notices the shuttle entering and sets to computer to seal the bay doors as soon as the shuttle is docked ::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::lands the shuttle and shutdown all systems::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Warp 1 ETA is 3 hours.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::opens runabout doors::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Xo: ok we can exit now
Host CO_Taylor says:
HelmGuy: Engage warp engines at Warp 1
XO_Nim_Ber says:
@K'tarn: great, nice driving..........lets find out what's up
Host CO_Taylor says:
*Kovot* Engaging at Warp 1 for no more than 3 hours
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
xo: Yeah i want to know what ensign frtiz did
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::looks over notes::
Host CO_Taylor says:
<HelmGuy> Yes sir  ::engaging::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::gets up and heads out of the runabout::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::opens Plamsa Conduit Panel 1 and scans it with his tricorder::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Begins to monitor warp field stability and programs the computer to notify of tolerance changes. ::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::K'TARN AND BER GET IN TL AND UP TO BRIDGE::
CE_Lt_Kovot ::scans the Plasma Conduit....an eyebrow shooting up:: (Tricorder.wav)
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Shuttle Ohio is docked and locked.
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::decides to write down her initial perceptions of crew members::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Thank you Ensign
XO_Nim_Ber says:
K'TARN AND BER ENTER BRIDGE::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>Co: Permsion to go to sickbaysir?
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::heads for tac where ensign fritz is::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::walks over to the CO:: CO: reporting for duty, sir 1
Host CO_Taylor says:
Fritz: Reason?
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ber: Welcome back!
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::See k'tarn and knees start knock::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
Thanks boss <G> nice to be back
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<Frtiz>CO: I feeling real sick right now::face is plae white::
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::makes notes about who to see first::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ber: This is our new Counselor, Ensign Warke ::motions::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Nods a welcome to the XO ::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
<EnsMcGriff>  Please bring me a Class 10 plamsa injector  ::eyes the flooky  Plasma injector::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ber: We are currently at Warp 1, ETA is three hours
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::Warke: Ah Mr. Warke, I've read your profile. Nice to see you aboard::extends hand::
CE_Lt_Kovot ::watches the injector thrum with power...does another scan as it operates:: (Tricorder.wav)
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::gets up and shakes Ber's hand::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Completes Level 3 diagnostics on SRS and finds all systems within tolerance ::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
;;arrives at tac station::Frtiz: U want to tell me what happened?
XO_Nim_Ber says:
CO: yes, sir, I've been reading the briefing enroute
Host CO_Taylor says:
::grins at Ber:: I knew you would... just following protocol
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::turns and sits in XO  chair, starts reading up to date condition of ship and crew::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<Frtiz>::very nervos..looks over to co to see if she will dismiss him...hopiing agains hope:::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::hmm, we have a small problem in one of the nacelles::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
<McGriff>  ::brings over another injector::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn ::punchs up damage reports and repair estmies:: (Console.wav)
CE_Lt_Kovot ::raises an eyebrow and motions for everyone to clear back....watching the readings on his tricorder:: (Sensor Alert.wav)
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::sits down and decides to go over  notes made on staff::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
*Kovot*: how we doing on that nacelle?
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
ALL:  Computer...Explosive Containment field around Starboard Plasma Injector...now!
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Forwards results on diagnostics for SRS and LRS to XO ::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::now what??!!::
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::makes list of possible people to see::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Notices that the computer is displaying a warning about the Starboard Plasma injector ::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
<Computer>  Engaging  ::puts up a containment field just as it goes..sending out a shower of sparks::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::speeds through LRS and SRS reports::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: Warp field collapse... we have just dropped out of warp!
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*CO*  Captain, we have lost the starboard Plasma injector
Host CO_Taylor says:
*Kovot* Warp engines offline?
XO_Nim_Ber says:
*Kovot*: REPORT!?!!
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::hmmm::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::finsh telling k'tarn what happened::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*Bridge*  Aye. Starbaord injected unexpectedly failed.  Replacement should take no more than twenty minutes
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Confused at the sudden turn of events, begins to review the nacelle status ::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Nods in agreement to XO Ber ::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Fritz: U are releive of duty till i contuct a investagtion.  Report to ur quarters!
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Begins LRS sweep for any ships in the area as a precaution ::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::punches a few keys to drop the field....grabs the new injector off of the cart::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>K'tarn: aye sir
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::watches as some Junior Officers remove the burned out injector:: <EnsMcDuff>  Scan that injector....find out why it failed.
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::initializes engineer panel to XO chair and watches repair progress::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
<EnsMcDuff>  Aye Captain
Host CO_Taylor says:
::watches altercation between Ktarn and Fritz::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<fritz>::heads to quarters::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
<McDuff> ::gives the vulcan an icy look::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::turns to report::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::places the new injector in place.....whipping out several tools nessecary to fix the thing::
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::makes thurther notes on crew::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::hmm , cna't wait to see K'tarns report::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::makes sure the injector has a good fit and activates the Plasma drive.....it begins to thrum with power::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
CO: they are almost finished with the injector
CE_Lt_Kovot ::scans the Injector:: (Tricorder.wav)
Host CO_Taylor says:
::nods at Ber::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Notices warp field integrity move within acceptable tolerances ::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::makes nots on padd::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::closes the panel...satisfied with the scan::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*CO*  Captain.  We have full warp power
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::rechecks Louis' readouts on LRS and SRS::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::calls up sensors logs::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Co: sir i recomand yellow alert till we get the ship back to nromal
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::decides to look around the ship::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::looks at Ktarn, looks at Ber, looks back at Ktarn...::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::sighs::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ktarn: Why?
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::shrugs at the CO indifferently::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
<Helmguy> Captain: Should I engage at Warp 3?
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::makes notes on what she sees happening::
Host CO_Taylor says:
HelmGuy: No, try Warp 1 first.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Co: do to are current condtion we we wait for a treat to happen we would be caught unprepared
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
<Helmguy> Aye, Warp 1.... engaging.
SCI-Ens_Louis (WARP.wav)
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::puts down kit and tricorder....heading to science lab 10 to scan the failed injector::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ktarn: By that reasoning we should ALWAYS be at yellow alert
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Monitors the warp field, and see's noting unusual ::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::steps on the TL::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
Tl:  Deck 10
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::shoots up to deck 10::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Co: no sir. the resaon for is that in the ship condtion we could easyly be destoryed in and attack that normal would only giove us minor damage
XO_Nim_Ber says:
*En Youdidit*:Are you getting all of this into the stelar cartoghraphy computer?
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
actually yes and it's anthon
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
:;walks down to the Lab....and enters...seeing the blown injector on a analysis table::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Co: however by increase are state of readyness.  thus minmain any damage
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
<Helmguy> Captain: ETA is 1.5 hours at this speed.
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ktarn: How about you just make sure our state of readiness is absolutely perfect at all time
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::begins running scans of the injector...as per routine with failed items::
Host CO_Taylor says:
HelmGuy: Thank you
XO_Nim_Ber says:
<En Youdid it> *Ber*: readings are coming through, sir, all is a ok
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Co: aye sir.  can i at least bring shields on line?
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::an eyebrow raises as some of the scans come back::
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::gets in TL and goes around exploring the different decks::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::raises eyebrow::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ktarn: Aren't they online now?
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::runs another scan....logic dictating that such an outlandish result requires another look::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
CO: online but not engized
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::again....looks at the Captain.knowing that shields are oerastional and nav shields are in place::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::looks askance at Ber::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::looks again at Ktarn::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Cringes at the discussion being overheard with Ktarn ::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
CO: Are we expecting problems with other ships?? Is there anything on LRS or SRS?
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ber: No, absolutely not
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*XO*  Commander, your pressence is required in Science Lab 10
XO_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: Anthing to report?
Host CO_Taylor says:
::sits back in chair::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: LRS show no activity in 3 adjacent sectors. No more than transport ships.
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::continues to explore and ends up in enginerring for some reason::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
*Kovot*: ok, whats up?
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::looks at the CO for permission to leave::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*XO*  I am not at liberty to say over the ComChannel Commander.  PLease report to science lab 10.
Host CO_Taylor says:
::nods at Xo with a small grin::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::hmmm::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
*kovot*: coming......
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
*XO*  Aye Commander.
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Raises curious eyebrow at the CE's request ::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::turns around and fixes Ktarn with a ... look::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::enters TL and engages to deck 6::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ktarn: Ships status is to remain the same
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::wonders why the captain looking at him like that::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::closes channel and makes another copy of the sensor findings....and encrypts them under his authorization codes::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
CO: aye sir
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Continues to monitor sensors for activity ::
Host CO_Taylor says:
::sits back down::
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::thinks so this is enginerring::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::exits TL and heads for SL10::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::logs co order in tac log along with his recomandation::
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
<Helmguy> Captain: ETA 1.0 hours.
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::continues to secure the sensor logs...::
Host CO_Taylor says:
HelmGuy: Thank you
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::locks down the sensors of Sci Lab 10::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::enters SL 10, sees Kovot:: Kovot: what have you got?
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::walks over to Kovot::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::calls for jones to take over tac so he can investage what happen to the ship::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::waits for the doors to close::  Commander:  The plasma injector did not fail through any damage or structural defect
Host CO_Taylor says:
Ktarrn: How about a Level 5 diagnostic? On all Tac systems
XO_Nim_Ber says:
Kovot::hmm:: lets see it
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::turns and walks over behind the injector and brings up the sensor logs::
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::finishes exploring decks and heads back to bridge::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn ::runs a level five diad on tac systems:: (CompWorking.wav)
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
XO:  Here...at the main junction between the Interphase conductor and Plasma coolant valve
XO_Nim_Ber says:
::looks at panel readings::Kovot: hey, someone filed off the priming pin!
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
CO: running daig now::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
XO:  Exactly.  Whoever did this, did this in such a way as it would not be easily found
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::arrives on the bridge::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
Kovot: and the injector pin.....just enough.............
Host CO_Taylor says:
::wonders idly if they picked up enough Llama chow at the starbase::
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
::notes damage::  XO:  It is small wonder that the Injector stayed intact..it should have exploded quite violently..much more so than it did.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::punders reassing fritz to llama guard duty::
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::takes over tac checking the status of the diag test::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
Kovot: If they had  put a bit more carbon decay on this, we would have never seen it, you know, it would appear they wanted it to be found.......
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
XO:  Unlikely.....this appears to be an act of sabotage
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
XO: And sabatuers do not want to be found
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Continues working on resource allocation for arrival at TM-729::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
Kovot: well, yes, but maybe they didn't have enough time ......just exploring possibliities
XO_Nim_Ber says:
*CO*: Would you report to SL10 please
Host CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* What is up?
CNS_Ens_Warke says:
::arrives on bridge and sits down::
Host CO_Taylor says:
Louis: You have the Bridge
XO_Nim_Ber says:
Kovot: have to show the Capt;ain this one, Good work Kovot
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
;:Looking over sensor logs and bridge records before damaged::
Host CO_Taylor says:
*Ber* On my way
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Aye sir.
XO_Nim_Ber says:
*CO* : We'll explain down here, sir
CE_Lt_Kovot says:
XO:  I would recommend posting Security Teams in main engineering.  If they could get to this injector, they can get somewhere more.....vital
Host CO_Taylor says:
::enters TL:: Deck 10
SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Moves to take command chair :: Hello Counselor, welcome aboard. I'm Ensign Louis.
Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::hands padd with diag report to ktarn::
XO_Nim_Ber says:
*k'tarn*: double the security stations throughout the ship
Host Mark_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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